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Presidential search
committee delayed
By JAN DICKINSON
Although the search for a new university president unofficially began the
day of Dr. 'rheron Montgomery's resignation, the committee in charge of
rwimgapplicants for the job still has not met. In fact, not all of the
members of the presidential search committee have even been named.
According to trustee Bob Kemamer, chairman of the committee, the
membership is complete with the exception of one faculty member. In an
interview Monday, Kemamer said that ex-officio members of the committee include Board of Trustees chairman C.W. Daugette Jr., Marshall
Corlew, president of the Alumni Association, Dr. Thomas Nicholson,
president of the faculty senate, and Phil Sisk, president of the SGA. Other
members of the committee include three other trustees: Jim Bennett,
'Qrone Means, and James 'l'hornton; one other alumnus: Robert Guyton;
and another faculty member to be named later thismonth.
The faculty senate will conduct the election of the other faculty member.
According to Nicholson, any nominations for the position may be turned in
to him through today (Feb. 7). "The nominees will be on a ballot
distributed to all faculty members, and the election will take place
sometime after the next senate meeting." He added that an alternate to the
faculty member will also be elected at the same time.
Some questions have been raised concerning the appointment of the
presidential search committee members, namely, why members of the
Jacksonville Education Association have been ignored in the a p
pointments. According to Dr. Don Paxton, president of the JSU-AEA, if the
committee is cwmprised of 'ex-officio' positions, then he or some other
member of the Association's executive council should be officially included
in the search. "Since we were involved in the events leading up to the
search, it seems strange that we haven't been included now."
Answering that ,inauirv. Kemamer stated that the faculty senate is the
membership in the AEA is open to any faculty member who pays the dues.
He added that, while there are other organizations on campus for faculty
members, "We felt that the senate is the governing body that truly
represents the faculty.- H~ also mentioned that, since the open position on
the search committee will come barn
the faculty at large, it is possible that
an AEA member could be elected to fill the position.
Kennamer stated that, aside from the open position for another faculty
member, the selections for the search committee are final. When asked if
other people could be added at a later date, he stated, "The committee has
the power to appoint additional committee members."
Unless a committee member resigns his or her position, the appointment
is permanent. According to Kennamer, Sisk will remain on the committee
even after he leaves office in March even after he graduates this spring.
Accordingly, Nicholson and Corlew will remain on the committee even if
they leave their respective offices.
"We will hold a meeting later this month to get organized;'stated Kennamer. Until the other position is filled, no further action can be taken in
pursuing the search for a new president.
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By STEVE CAMP
The Jacksonville Slate University football program
wasted little time getting someone to fill its recently
vacated head coaching position.
Burgess was
hired last Saturday marJoe
as the Gamecocks' head man.
"ing
It had been
as
as ihe
night
following Hollis' resignation that Burgess, the former
head.c0ach at Oxford High
be the choice Of
the
committee.
Several names had been on the list as possible
Prospects for the lob following Hollis' exit. Burgess and
BobFinley of Birmingham's Berry High School were the
only candidates &om the prep ranks.

Interviews had been conducted with both men on
Friday. Cole later revealed that Burgess was a
unanimous choice of the committee.
Jax State was not the only Gulf South Conference
school to 10% a head coach following last season. Two
others in the conference found themselves in the same
situation.
h.,by Pate left West mrgia to take a head job in the
hgh
ranks. T~~~ state, the current Div. 11
National Champions, saw head coach Chan Gailey leave
melr program for a p b in the NFL. Gailey joined the
mnverBronkos last week.
Neither Troy nor West
has yet to name
anyone to fill their coaching voids.
Recruiting becomes the top priority for the new head
"The more the committee
coach at Jacksonville. After signing a four-vear contract
(the only written contract ever offered hyJSU head
determined just what the
coach), Burgess, an Auburn graduate, got down to
qualities we were looking for
business immediately.
were, the more we realized
"Bill's name alone will help in recruiting," said Cole.
that Burgess was the man we
"In fact, he spent his first day talking with about six
needed."
recruits."
The national signing date is February 13.
'
The decision tinally came down to only two, those Building a staff is also an immediate task before the
belng Fmley and Burgess.
new coach. 'l'here is a possibility of at least two other
Jacksonvdle State Athletic Diredor, Jerry Cole, later Oxford coaches joining the staff as assistants. No news
explained the reasons behind the selection committee's has been released yet stating which of the current
tmal choice.
coaches will be retained.
"The more the committee determined just what the Burgess' record as a head coach speaks for itself. He
quahues we were looking for were. the more we realized
that Burgess was e?e mm we need&."
(&a BURGESS, Page 2 )
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' PREP improves students

courses and even professors for the the regular academic adv-t.
By JAN DICKINSON
McDade stated that, according to
The reliminary report is in, and it tall." She explained that by guiding
imks
PREP will be on campus new students away from difficult the preliminary report, the PREP
mdents "outperformed the control
fellowship programs, and student and professor exchanges with South for quite a while. Originating courses or demanding professors,
students, gradewise." Not only ctid
the
mentors
helped
soften
the
blow
through
the
Center
for
InAfrican universities.
PREP students have higher GPA's
Sponsoring lawmakers hope to pass binding legislation, but assem- dividualized instruction ( CIL), the that many college freshmen are than
those of the control group, but
dealt
in
their
first
semester
away
purpose
of
PREP
(Repafation
for
blvman Mike Harris notes the university
- regents'
- autonomous status could &sponsible Education Program) is trom home. The mentors also acted they also
made better grades on a
mbdate only a non-binding rule.
of entry-level courses, In
Meanwhile, the Harvard Law Review announced plans to sell nearly to lower the attrition rate of new as counselors, listening to any variety
English 101,21percent of the PFWP
$113,000 in investments in American companies doing business in South students by helping them adjust probaems, whether academic or
students dropped the course, while
personal,
that
their
students
had.
better
to
campus
life.
Africa.
Each mentor taught LS 102 30 percent of the control group
According to Dr. Claudia McDade,
The move reversea an earlier Law Review board decision not to divest.
director of the CII and coordinator of (Problem Solving and Analytical dropped. Sixtyeght percent of the
the PREP program, approximately Keasonlng Skills) to their five or so PREP students earned a 'B'or '(7,
compared to only 33 percent of the
seventy-fivestudents were chosen in students. This course was closed to
U. CALSANTA BARBARA *OF
control group. In math 101, 36
students
other
than
those
in
PREP.
May
of
1984
and
assigned
a
'mentor'
DEFENDS HECKLING CHARGE
of the PREP students
"There is a long and splendid tradition of heckling in Anglo American to guide them through their first At the discetion of the mentor, the percent
earned
an
'A' or 'B',while only 14
small
groups
could
meet
outside
of
semester
here.
Fifteen
faculty
politics," states economics prof Robert CYouch, refuting student claims he
members participated in the class to relax and disclris any percent of the control group did so.
disrupted a tormer CIA official's lecture.
the exact percentages
Five student groups, all lecture sponsors, complained Crouch in- program as mentors, and several problems that arose during the Although
aren't
available
yet, PREP students
semester.
McDade
elaborated,
students
acted
as
assistants.
tentionally disrupted the speech.
The seventy-five enrollees were "Some ot the mentors required their had a lower drop-out rate than the
broken into groups of five or six and groups to keep daily journals; others control group.
The funding for P W P , through a
each group met with their mentor had cook-outs at their homes." The
during their Step-up session in the effectiveness depended on three Title I11 Grant, is available though
ANONYMOUS TIP TURNS U P STOLEN HEISMAN
October of 1985,with the possibilities
U. of Georgia police recovered Frank Sinkwich's purloined 1942Heisman summer of 1984. The mentors then tactors: a more personalized tor
renewal very strong. The
counseling
and
advisement,
studies
personally
guided
their
students
trophy, but aren't saying how or where they found it.
program
was allocated apand
grades
were
monitored
closely,
through
pre-registration,
even
An anonymous caller tipped off officials to the trophy's location, says U.
entering their schedule on the and more attention from a faculty proximately $76,000 through the fall
G. Police Chief Max Smart.
computer terminal. "The mentors member was given to the students. and McDade stated that the grant
The trophy dssappeared five days earlier from a campus trophy case.
To help illustrate the effectiveness could rise to $100 thousand if
gave their students more than just
the traditional academic ad- of the Pilot I study, a similar group renewed.
Plans tor the implementation of
visement, said McDade. "They of students were chosen as a control
helped the students choose their group. These students went through
(See PREP, Page 3)
NOTES FROM ALL OVER
A London court awarded a school girl $13,000 because she gained 70
pounds after she broke her leg in a school gym accident. The award comes
Burgess
(Continued from Pane 1)
to $185.71 per pound . . U. Texas students need to skip more meals to hold
down the price of discount meal cards. The cost of 19 meals a week on a spent the past burteen years at oxford where he ' Burgess has stated that Jacksonvillewill use the Wishbone offense next season, the same attack the new coach
student union plan is going up fram $685 to $735 because students are eating compiled a 107413 record.
with his high school~eamsinthe
Past.
He took eight teams to the state playoffs during- that has
so often . . Students in MIT's new master of science in real estate
development (MSRED) prcgram have to pay $14,000 for the 12month time.
Burgess becomes the third Jacksonville State head
'fie 44-year-old coach was at Woodlawn High School in coach in the past thirteen months, following Hollis and
class.
Birmingham before going to Oxford.
Jim Fuller.

I

South African Ties Unravel
Proposed state legislation would halt U. of California research and
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Amendments

IMontgomery requests
129 % budget increase
subsection A1 to read,

Senate proposes changes
By JAN DICKINSON
Monday night, two bills were
mtroduced in the Senate calling for
amendments to the constitution.
Both bills introduced would change
Article 3, Section 2, Subsection A.I.,
which currently reads:
1. Candidates for the office of the
Executive Branch shall have' been
enrolled at JSU for a minimum of
three complete and consecutive
regular semesters prior to the
election and must have a minimum
overall grade point average of one
point five (1.5) on hours attempted
and have served for one full
semester as a Senator in the SGA
Senate. No candidate for an
Executive Branch ofiice shall have
ever been removed from any SGA

PREP
the Pilot U program this fall include
the instruction of more English and
quantative skills, along with the
skills taught in LS 132. McDade said
that it the program goes as planned,
all entering freshmen will be
enrolled in the program by 1987, but
it is essential that PHEP be implemented in gradual stages so that
successful portions of the program
may be retained, while other less
successful parts are discarded.
McDade elaborated, saying, "I'm a
consultant for a southeast Louisiana
university, and they have implemented a program similar to
ours here, but with all eligible
students enrolled in it." The

office or position for any reason, nor
may said candidate be on any type of
school probation.
The f i s t amendment, authored by
Steve Martin, reads as follows:
Candidates for the ofice of the
Executive Branch shall have a
minimum cummulative grade point
average of one point twefive on
hours attempted and have served for
one full semester as a Senator in the
SGA Senate. No candidate for an
Executive Branch ofiice shall have
ever been removed from any SGA
office or position for any reason, nor
may said candidate be on any type of
school probation,
The second amendment, authored
by Warren Caldwell, reads:
Referred to the Senate committee
an amendment to change Article 3,
(Continued From Page 21
because, "You can't evaliate'what
works and wnat doesn't when you've
got eight hundred students corning
in and out all the time.
The expansion of the program
next fall will largely depend on the
willingness of faculty members to
participate as mentors. Those who
worked last fall to make Wot 1 a
success include: Angela Adams,
Stephen Armstrong, Adrian Aveni,
Stephen Bitgood, Jelene Cuff, Lester
Hill, Harry Holstein, Hilda Norton,
Chuck Olander, Don Patterson,
Margaret Pope, Johnny Smith, Sally
SWlivan, Mary Martha Thomas,
Charlotte 'rhornburg, Carol m e ,
Franklee Whartenbv. Eueene

Section 2,
BYMICHAEL FRENCH
"Candidates for the office of the
Last year Jacksonville State University received one of the smallest
executive branch shall have been
enrolled at JSU for a minimum of increases in appropriations by the state of Alabama. The University of
three complete semesters prior to Alabama led the list with an increase of approximately 27 percent, with
the election and must have a UAB and Auburn following with increases of approximately 25 percent.
minimum overall grade point Jacksonville received an increase of only approximately 12.5 percent. The
average of one point two five on only school to receive a smaller increase in state appropriated funds was
hours attempted and have served for Athens State.
Many students do not realize that the tuition that they pay represents less
one full semester as a Senator in the
&A Senate. No candidate for an than 30 percent of JSU's budget. The projected budget for the 1985-86 school
Executive Branch oWce shall have year is set at $26,260,000. Of this $26 million plus, approximately 68 will
ever been removed from any SGA come from the state.of Alabama. The remainder of the budget will be
office or position for any reason, nor derived from tuition, fees and miscellaneous sources. This year the
may said candidate be on any type of University has requested an appropriation of $18,634,150from the state.
school probation.
If granted the 1985-86 allocation will fund a budget that includes
of the two bills con- $16,631,000 for academics and $601,000 for public service, which is adSmce
cern the constitution, the student ministered primarily through academics. Approximately $2,691,000 will
body must vote on whether to ap- fund student services and $2,440,000will be for institutions. The remaining
prove or disapprove the bills. 'me funds will be used for operation and maintenance of the school, including
vote will be taken on Friday, Feb. 15. utilities, repairs and cleaning.
Also included in next year's proposed budget are two special projects.
The University has requested that the state allocation include funding for a
McDade stated that mentors are Sensory Impaired PostSecondary Program and a Japanes-e CUtural
paid for their efforts. "We en- Center. 'The $120,000 sensory impaired program would be tailwed for those
courage the faculty to take an in- deal and blind students who need special teachers to aid in developing their
terest in entering freshmen." She fullest potential and becoming productive members of society. The
said that almost any student already Japanese Cultural Center which would cost $100,000would be developed to
enrolled here could work as an "directly and indirectly facilitate the general economic development of the
assistant. Student assistants are state of Alabama for the creation of new jobs."
President Theron Montgomery recently presented Jac.Wnville's
either paid or earn college credit for
their work. lnterested faculty and request for tunding to the legislative fiscal committee, which will consider
students may contact I)f.McDade in Jax State's request, along with those of the fourteen other institutions of
Bibb Graves, room 310, or at ex- higher education. Beginning in February the entire legislature will consider the requests. Because of the small increase in funding that
tension 570.
Whether the Pilot Il program Jacksonville State received for its 1984-85 appropriation, students and
implemented in the fall of 1985 is as other concerned individuals are urged to contact their legislative
big a success as Pilot 1 remains to be representatives and voice their support for JSU's request. Both
seen. But according to one PHEP Representative Glenn Browder and Senator Donald Holmes can be constudent, Cathy Brisky, the program tacted on campus. Representative Browder can be contacted in the
is a 'life-saver', "lf 1had not been in Political Science department and Senator' Holmes, coordinator of Con-
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EMA plans weather awareness

COUNTY

-

Montgomery During Severe Weather Preparedness
Week, February 10-15, Emergency Management
Agencies throughout the state will be cooperating with
National Weather Service in promoting awareness of the
dangers of Severe Weather, according to Dan l'urner,
Director of Alabama Emergency Management Agency.
Severe Weather Preparedness Week is an annual
observance to draw attention to the beginning of the
peak tornado season and the threats to personal safety
and property as well as protective measures against
these threats.
In severe weather the National Weather Service has
the responsibility tor initiating a weather warning. The
NSW activates ther NWS Radio for direct warmng to the
pubhc; NWS Weather Teletype Network to get the
warrung to commercial broadcast radio and TV stations

CALL: 238-1414

PIEDMONT - Sometime between the hours of 6: 30 p.m.,
November 18, 1984 and 7 a.m., November 19, 1984, the Stereo
Shop at 120 Ladiga Street, Piedmont, was burglarized. The
burglars ent3red by throwitig a brick through a plate glass
door. After entering the Stereo Shop, the burglars stole the
foltowing items:
I - s o n car
~ equalizert l-sony amplifier. I-Pair of Sony car
speakers, 3-pair of Pioneer car speakers, 2-Pioneer A M - F M
cassate players, 3- Pioneer equalizers, 1-Pro - Spec
equalizer, 1-Magnovox A M - F M Cassette player, 1-Kirett
speaker box, and 1 Sanyo A M - F M cassette player.
It obvious by the dmoullf property
that there
was more than one burglar involved in this burglary.
If you have any information on the burglary of the Stereo
Shop of Piedmont, call CRIMESTOPPERS at 238-1414. You
don't have to give your name and you caul d be el ig ible for a
reward of up to $, OOO. If you ive in the Piedmont area, or
other area outside the Ann iston dial ing
but
within 40 m iles, cal 1 CRl MESTUPPE RS at 1-238-1414 TOLL
FREE.

-

I
I
I
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fi tornadoes, flash floocls or other severe weather
causes damage or q u r y , the local and state EMA's
coordinate appropriate government and private
response to lessen the effects of the disaster and speedy

tollomg lmpact and may include shelter, medical
assistance, debrls clearance and emergency power.

In a recovery period the state and local
conduct damage assessments
Of local and state
Of
and
gOverments to determe the

needs to restore normalcy. Such assessments may lead
to a s b t e of federal declaration,
wouldmake
available state and federal resources needed for the
be
restoration processand aid victims. ms asslstanm may
to goverment and private individuals inthe
services, supphes, low
loans and

It a declaration is awarded by the President, the
Alabama Emergency Management Agency and the
Federal
Emergency Management Agency would
esbbh&d&aer
in Ulesbicken areas
to a d m i s t e r various programs available to the private
sector.

Mr. 'mner stressed the importance for dtizens
become aware of local warning systems and that each
member of the iamily give thought to how they would
respond to severe weather during this special week. He
also urged public oificials to participate in local activlties during Severe Weather Prepareqess Week.

I
I
I
I

Bring in this ad for a free pair of leather-faced work gloves
($3 00 retail value) when you joln our Rental Club (no
membership fee) Rental Club card entitles you to 10%
discounts on a rentals at your "-Haul Center Find us In

a t your

During the threat period, the local Emergency
ManW?ment Agency ( E r n ) may ~ ~ ~ r d i n aant e
evacuation, identify public shelters or other protective
actions through ther emergency public information
program over local radio and TV stations.

1

I
(
(

Agencies.
In addition the Weather Service broadcasts the
warrung Over the state's
Warning 'ystem
Network ( a dmcated telephone circuit) to the 18
District Trooper Posts around the state. Once the
Trooper Postsreceive the warning, they relay it to tone
each munty 24-h0ur
POmt' It Isreceivers
through this state
financed 'ystem
fumlls
that
the
its Alabama
obhgahontoEmergency
see that each
Management
county has aAgency
means
of receivmg a warrung whether it be for natural or
manmade emergencies.
Once the warnmg ls received at the county level, it
to provide
local governments'
adauonal systems and networks to relay warning to the
people where they hve, work and play- These systems
and networks may include outdoor sirens, indoor tone
alert receivers, vehicular *ens, telephone fanout
systemsandvehlcular PAsystems runthrou@populated
areas.
While a siren can only alert the public that there is a
threat lt cannot give specific information. Therefore,
the local Emergency hhnagement Agency (EMA)
utlllzes the local racho and TV stations to broadcast
specihc information about the threat and what
protective actions should be taken.

The local Emergency Management Agency is the arm
of local government responsible for developing new
warrung capabihty for local government and seeking
state and federal matching dollars to fund system
development through the state EMA. State EMA is a
conduct for federal and state funds for such projects.
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ROTC

Announcements
bake
"lent

Scholarships can
boost students

sole planned

By LEIGH FOSTER
With the rising cost of w o n , many &Idents are finding it more difficult
get financial help. Some students are turning to outside jobs to make
ends meet and are findmg that they are being shortchanged on them
education because of the time and effort they are forced to put mto their
lobs.

m y ROTC otters you another option that pays good money, while still
aUowlng the time for the pursuit of a worthwhile education. R O K offers
that pay for your tuition, lab fees,provide
two and threeyear
approxunately $150 per senester for books and $100 a month subsistence
taxtree, tor up to ten months ofthe school year. m e y e a r s&olaraps are
worth appro-ately
@,000 and three-year scholarships, $7,000 here at
JSU.
You may apply for a two or three-year scholarship If You are a
sophomore or freshman with at least a 1.70 GPA. It is a Very competitive
scholarphlp to receive, but the benefits are outstanding. Last Year 92
of J S U applicants
~
received %year scholarships coompared to a national
average of only 63.
Whlle enrolled m the ROTI:program, you receive expert managerial
trairung that can lead to excellent opportunities both in the military and
civlhan society.
luISh
a
scholaraip may do So Wlthout
having PrevlouslY Laken any m t a r y Saence courses. Lome, there are
certam reqwements that must be met More being eligible for the
Jcholarhp. APphcants must be C i b z e ~of the United States, meet the
p h y s l ~ standards
l
tor the h W , and have at least two Or three years
remalmg betore graduahon. A personal interview before a scholarship
board consistmg of JSU faculty members and Military Science instructors
is a part of the apphcation process. Leadership abilities, academc
achevements and awards, personal motivation and Interest m the ~ r m y
are important considerabons m the selection process.
Upon graduation and commissioning, new officers can look forward to a
mvardlng start mth pay exceeding $18,000 per year, 30 days paid vacation
per year, status as a Commssioned Officer and mulhple benefits as part of
our country's Army. Scholarphlp winners anll serve either 4 years on
active duty or 8 years m the Army Reserve or Nahonal Guard. If they
serve on active duty they will accumulate over $87,700 m pay and mll
normally leave the Army as a Captam with a very strong resume for a
civihan managerial poahon.
The application deadline for %year scholarships is February 15,1985and
3-year scholarslups March 29, 1985. If you would like more information
concerrung the program or to find out d you qualify, stop by Rowe Hall and

Give your sweetheart something
baked with tender loving care for
valentmes, D ~ we
~ . and hop
at
a Bake Sale, Monday, February 11,
1985 front Mason ~ ~ 1begin1,
g,
at
a.m.,
*onsored by the Student Dietetics
and Foodservice Association, the
annual sale promises to be a tasty
delight with cookies, muffins,
cupcakes, other baked goods and the
~ p ~ l "BreaMast
a r
Pizza." Coffee
and hot
be availableproceeds from the bake sale alll
help the club to finance its trip to the
annul state Dietetics -ciation
meting, m Bamingham on March
28-30.

AKA plans
s prinCJ events
By VICKY A. T H O W
with the new yea in
the sorors of Alpha
Kappa Alpha
~orority, lnc. new officers are:
Chestma
Malloy,
Basileus
(Preadent) Karen Robinson,
Basileus (Vice Preadent) Brenita
Hale, Grammateus (Secretary)
Maurine Ragland, Epistoleus
(Corresponding Secretary) Redelle
Easley, Tamiouchus(Treasur~r
Vicky Thomas, Ivy Leaf Heporter
Shelia
Hale,
Philacter
(ParIIBmPntarm) ,rreSa HaWhs,
Dean
uU"omg
tor the month Of
February include a ratfle sale*

Black History Week, and our
Founder's Day Celebration which
W
U
I be held February 9th and 10th
along mth the graduate chapter Iota
Mu Omega at the Anniston Musuem.
Soror Fran'chetti Carson was in
the Jacksonvde State University
~i~~ Friendly m+hfs.
"With February bemg Black
mstory Month, we would like to
stress that participation at the
various activities sponsored by
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc.
and othm organizations will benefit
Blacks, as well as additional
cdtures. S u W r t one another," says
Mauoy, Badeus.
l s s t Saturciay February ~d tlle
sorors went to TaUedega College and
supported Chl Chapter with one of
their Founders Day acbvities.

Those W ~ wish
O
to participate in this
yeark pageant need to mntact
Rachael Jones, who works on the
nlnth floor of the Houston Cole
Ldbrar~,phone 4353820 Extension
249, before Feburary 15; pageant
Organizers are expecting at least 25
grls to enter.
A new feature this year is the
wpearance d five of the previous
Miss J.S.U. m e r s who have
the Miss Alabama
compaed
pa^- and won.
'fie pageant, which on March 1
and 29 SPnNred by Phi Mu Alpha9
Professional Music Fraternity.

'Dance Fever'

' h e nahonally televised dance
show "Dance Fever" is looking for
dancers. T h s is your chance to win
up to $50,000in cash and prizes and
Mini course
offers study
an appearance on national telemsion
mcludmg an all expense paid trip to
Hollywood.
Lookmg for an interesting
hi^ your official mvitation to
Mmmester course? If You are audhon. We are currently looking
preregister for OR487 or LE487 tor
stylm of dm=: j m a a p
Ex-ahon
the Death ballroom-break dancing-country
or anything
B~~~~America" otfered by me westerppush/sm,
College Q m a l Justice.
else creative and original!
m e mmse open to a students.
audtlon reqwrements are as
F~~ additional l d o m t i o n a n - tollom: You muat be 18 or dder;
ham.
~~h~ a t ~ x t~6
. or in horn
you must dance with
137 B~~~~~~ ~ l l .
male-female, 2 males, 2 females;
you must contact the Dance Fever
Dead ine set
or the local
for Miss JSU
auation facility, bv mail or phone.
For turther mtormation or
The deadhe for entermg the Miss registration contact: Dance Fever
J.S.U.Pageant is comUIg UP soon for Southwest Ottice 214243.0919 or
any young lady at JacksonMe State m t e I
w Cedar Bayou, D ~ S ,
Umversity Interested m entering. Texas 75234.
6
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Great Gifts For That Special

a little adventure.

"Special Gifts For Special People"

And one day it walked into his life
in a red silk dress.
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Students ask Board to think
By JAN DICKINSON
' h e potential for tuture problems here on campus
seems to be close at hand. Eight members of a
presidential search committee have been appointed,
with the ninth and final position to be filled before the
end of February. Of those nine, four are from the board
of trustees, two are alumni, two are faculty members,
and one is a student. It would seem logical that the
largest group (on the committee) is trustees; after all,
they are the governing body of the entire university. To
place two alumni on the committee seems a good idea
too, since their interest lies in the overall welfare of their
alma mater. But to allow only two positions on the
committee tor faculty and only one place for a student
representative is outrageous.

The Great Emancipator said, "I am n o t , nor
ever have been, in favor of bringing about
in any way t h e social and political equality of t h e white and black races.''

president, Phil Sisk. The president of the student body
should certainly be included on the committee, but one
smgle student is not enough. Or do the trustees feel that
college students lack the intelligence it takes to search
tor a university president'?

Another disturb'mg thought comes to mind when one
considers that, though some of the committee members
were appointed because of their office, they will remain
on that committee even after they leave their office
Sisk, for instance, will not only be replaced April 1by
another SGA president (after the March 5 elections), but
will graduate at the end of the spring semester. Unless
he takes graduate courses here, he will no longer be a
student, but an alumnus. Regardless of his student
status, he will not be an elected representative of the
' h e new president will be working with faculty and student body. Surely the new SGA president will have
administration more than any other group of people plenty to say in the search for a new school president,
atfiliated with the Universiy. If communication between but unless the committee graciously decides to add him
the president and those two groups is to be effective, a' or her to the committee, the new SGA presideht will not
w~derrepresentative body should be on hand to search have an official say in the matter. And the voice of the
for the new president.
students will come from an alumni, not another elected
The committee is partially composed of the presidents student representative. This seems invalid and
of other campus organizations, but it seems that one ridiculous.
rather large group, the JSU-AEA, has been ignored. If
In light of the controversy surrounding Dr. Monthis group was so instrumental in the events before Dr. tgomery's resignation, it seems that those officials
Montgomery's resignation, why aren't they included in governing our school would want to open the lines of
the search for a new president now'! True, the AEA is not communication between the Board of Trustees and the
an elected body on campus, but their interest in the rest of the University. The importance of this search
future of the school is just as important. It would be should reauire the committee to receive as- much
innut
r -better to recelve t h e input
~ now than after three or four on the
hornas many sources as possible.
years down the road.
Students should also take part m this lmportant search
Students are the largest group on campus by far, yet Unless somethmg is changed, we WIU lose our
only one student B now on the cornmttee, SGA representabon.

matter

-up issue

Practice lauded; law questioned
By MARTHA RlTCH
Freedom in t h s country 1s a
touchy subject. hactlcally &Om the
tune ot blrth no one wants to be told
what to do. It a particular insult
when wneone butts mto our Private
and evd, nght and w m g , and understaachng vex'ittw pr@hidI~e.

thrown out the m d o w when seat
belts are wrapped around us by
force. people should have the sense
to take their lives m their own hands.
l! they don't have the sense, they
should at least have the right.

domg everything lt can to work its
to our lives 'l'hree states have
y put mandatory seat belt
laws into action and 9 other states
mg steps that dlRdi0n. In
to ths, the U. S. Trann Department has
at a n bags or automatic
seat belts must be mstalled m new
cars unless states contammg twothe populat~onpass mandatory seat belt laws by the year of

laws, not the seat belts, are
~ c o n o m l c a l l y they
don't make sense. Police have more
,portant
laws to enforce, laws
whch protect people horn other
people ~ w dsafety
~ seats
~ ~have*
&eady been made mandatory m
sates and, as good as the
cause IS, police are findmg that law
,-&ticult or even lmpogslble to enforce. These types of offenses are
easy t, catch people on but take up
e,t
and
needed other
areas.

Seat belts do save lives; there IS
t mth stacks of stabstics
it. The polnt often
by those who push the
mandatory laws IS the freedom

Mandatory seat belt laws, and
those who back them, have good
mtentions. Llves are preclous and
they are threatened m many ways
every day. People are m y
washy, though, when lt comes to the

In reterence to satety, the law is

-

government's stepping in and
demandmg that they take care of
themselves. The cigarette mdustry
gets by with a good s M warnlng
horn the surgeon general and our
recommended dally allowance of
vltarmns is suggested by the United
Sates Department of Agriculture,
but no one keeps tabs on such health
Precautions
People who enjoy l~vlng
dangerously and refuse to wear
Satety
~ belts are not the only ones to
com~lamabout
the mandatory laws.
Even some ot those who buckle up
r e g d a r l ~tee1 Is a burden and a
Stab at the treedomot lofZlcd choice.
The "Buckle Up" Campaign is a
good ettort and SO are the mcenhves
ottered by automobde and insurance
comparues to encourage the pubhc
to use thelr budt m safety devlces.
Mandatory seat belt laws, on the
other hand, would most likely prove
to be a Waster and nothlng more
than a spank on the hand to adults
who feel they have enough maturity
to make practical pdgements.
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Solid ~ u t Covered
s
In
Milk Chocolate. 14 02.

In New Pump Dispenser
4.9 OZ. Reg. or 4.5 OZ. Gel.

100 Ct. Packets
Granulated Sugar SubstitUte
COUPON COOD THRU MARCH 2nd 1985

COUPON GOOD THRU FEB 9th, 1985

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 q

New ~ e n s e r or mu la. 42 02. Box
compare and Save

Deodorant Protection For The
Entire Family. 10 Oz. can.

COUPON GOOD THRU FEB 9th, 1985
1111111111111111111
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Mens o r womens

transferred prescription
WITH COUPON
CDLlPON GOOD THRU FEE 9th 1985

COUPON GOOD THRU FEE 9th 1985

6 12 PELHAM ROAD,. JACKSONVILLE 435.2094
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'Witness' reflec-ts rigid Amish society
b

By MELINDA GALLAHAR
Twenty years ago Harrison Ford
was told that he "lacked star
quality" by studio exectives because
his debut performance as a bellboy
in Dead Heat on a MerryGo-Round
reminded the executives too much of
a bellboy. Now Ford is a world-wide
star.
Harrison Ford is best lcnown for
the character Han Solo, the cynical
mercenary in Star Wars, The
Ehnpire Strikes Back and Return of
the Jedi. It was between the latter
two films that he created another
character who would be loved and
followed by millions, Indiana Jones,
the archeologist and adventurer in
Raiders of the Lost Ark. After
Return of the Jedi, Ford portrayed
Jones in Indiana Jones and the
Temple of Doom. The Star Wars
triology, Raiders and Temple of
Doom are among the top grossing
movies of all time-starring an actor
who supposedly "lacked
star
quality. "
Ford has recently completed work
on Paramount Pictures', Witness, a
film that "travels a different route"
in an age of special effects. The film
is a change of pace for Ford and
shows that he is a very serious actor.
Witness is "a thriller, a romance
and a story of cultural conflict,"
according to producer Edward S.
Feldman.
Ford stars as a twentieth century
Philadelphia police captain, John
Book, assigned to a case of drugrelated undercover cop's murder in

a Philadelphia train station men's
room witnessed by an Amish eightyearald boy, Samuel (Lukas Hass).
Soon after Book starts his investigation, he discovers that the
murderers are cops and Book flees
to Lancaster County because he
fears for his life and the lives of the
young boy and his widow mother,
Rachel (Kelly McGills). At the farm
Book becomes romantically attached to Rachel, but she must
repress her feelings because of
Amish upbringing.
The Amish is a pacifist society
never seen on screen and have
remained unchanged since the 18th
century. Witness is the first feature
film that has been on the Amish. The
movie dramatizing the violence and
nonviolence choices in our lives and
the collision between the 20th century and the rigid, unchanged Amish
society.
Producer Feldman worked long
hours every day making Witness,
"You're always looking for a story
and background that haven't been
done a hundred times before. Wit
ness is one of those. This is a movie
that says something," obsmves
Feldman.
HARRBON FORD AND LUKAS HAAS: Philadelphia cop talks to the young Amish witness in Paramount
After approaching Ford for the pictures' "Witness."
leading role, both Feldman and Ford only seven weeks before shooting hindrance since they are based on
beards and long Kak.
agreed that the director who "would began, unlike his usual two years of tradition rather than specified in trimmed
Children of the ~ m i s hsociety
bring something original to the weparation.
writing. The communities are self- attend school till eighth grade
film" would be Australian director,
Peter Weir explains his reasons sut'ficent and relatively closed to because exposing their chilqren to
Peter Weir. After three days Weir for accepting the film, "The very outsiders.
others of opposing faiths ' could
accepted the project and began fact that there is a group of people
Some of the beliefs instilled in the provide a bad influence. Eighth
preparation of the principal living here much as they lived, Amish society involve refusal to
g a d e is the minimum requirement
photography of the film. Weir had farmed and, for all one can gather, recognize modern technology. SO for
pursuing formal education by
thought, when they first arrived none of the members have radios, U.S. law.
more than 200 years ago is positively telephones, central heating systems
For all concerned, witness is a
fascinating. It's rare that you can or automobiles. Buttons are con- film reflecting tremendous amget another perception of time.
sidered a sign of vanity; therefore bitions and creative energy."I make
Witness was filmed on location in clothing is plain, functional and films for which I have a great
Philadelphia. No Amish appeared in fastens with simple hooks and eyes. passion," Weir explains, "and I
the film since their strictures Married men are required to have s i m ~ l vh o ~ the
e audience will share
prohibit photographs. Hired extras
portrayed the Amish in the film.
They are very private people and
limit their contact to the outside
world because of their religious
beliefs. Contrary to most public
opinion the Amish are not hiding out,
for they live 60 miles outside of
Philadelphia. "Part of the aim of
this movie," Feldman emphasizes,
"is to explore how a religion like ths
can exist today in the midst of a
fastfood culture. I think they have
found some kind of inner peace and
tranquility that most of us envy, in
many ways."
A former Amish member was
hired as a technical expert to
achieve authenticity. He oversaw
wardrobe and props and advised
actors on the Amish religion. Many
Amish did cooperate with the Eilm
crew. They rented buggies, farm
equipment and otferd advice while
many of the Amish oversaw the
filming f r m a distance through
binoculars.
The Amish came to this country
during the 1700's, direct descendants
of the Swiss Anabaptists who were
religious radicals of the 16th century. The Swiss Anabaptists believe
that it was easier for them to live on
adjacent farms because of the
ample availability of the land. The
HARRISON FORD
rules and ideals of the community
WITNESS
Philadelphia Police Captain John Book takes aim and turns fire at a
have been maintained without
Amish widow Kelly McGillis serves Harrison Ford and other members.of
iriller in Paramount Pictures' contemporary action romance.
the Amish community.
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FREE
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2-13-85
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Dancers energize in 'Fast Forward'
By MARTHA RITCH
FAST FORWARD, Columbia
Pictures' new dance musical release
directed by Sidney Poitier, starring
eight talented young screen
newcomers, will open on February
15, at the Plaza Cinemas in Anniston.

Poitier sees this dance musical as
"representative of a national expression of the pleasure principle."
He shows his fascination with
contemporary music and dance
through the dreams and struggles of
eight teenagers.
Columbia Pictures presents FAST

FORWARD, directed by Siclney
Poitier and Produced by John
Patrick Veitch. Richard Wesley
wrote the screenplay based on a
story by Timothy March. Quincy
Jones is executive music producer
and the music score is by Tom Scott
and Jack Hayes.

With an unknown cast of young
dancers, FAST FORWARD tells of
eight teenagers from the small town
of Sandusky, Ohio. Their dreams
and determination to become stars
lead them to New York. A national
talent contest is their once-halifetime shot at the top. Goals,
responsibility, and independence
are as much a part of this film as is
dancing.

,
11 Refrained from

39 Raises
42 Teutonic delty
43 Welghtlng
device
45 Barracuda

53 Small amount
55 Three-toed

29 Cubic meter
31 Shows respect
1 Kind of piano

5 Dropsy
6 Compass polnt

The story line can be traced to the
actors playing the parts. Poiter
searched the country for ymng,
energetic, formerly trained ballet
dancers. Only eight of the nearly
3,000 applicants were chosen.
Although a few of the dancers have
appeared in stage plays and the like,
none of them has ever been in a
motion picture prior to FAST
FORWARD. All of a sudden they
are in Hollywood with their big
break behind them.

9 Dlsturbance

lo

On

27 The nostrils

36 Surglcal thread

44 Prepares for

John Scott Clough stars as Matt
Sherman, the head of the eight-man
team. The rest of the newcomers
consist of Don Franklin, Tamara
Mark, Tracy Silver, Lady M-e,
Gretchen Palmer, Monique LXntron
and Debra Varnado.
With seven pictures to his credit,

80 Hebrew letter

The eight teenagers reach New York, the big apple. They are ready to
take a bite of it.
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JACK'S BIG BACON
CHEESEBURGER
NOW ONLY $1.29
Jack's 100% pure beef paw,
- to~ped
. . with aolden cheese
and crisp bacon plus lettuce, tomato, and
mayonnaise. Absolutely delicious!
i
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Please present coupon when ordering. One coupon per person
per visit. Not valid with any other coupon or special order.

I Jacksonville, Lenlock, Anniston & Pell City
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JACKSBAKED
POTATO
NOW ONLY 99C I
I

A hearty baked potato, stuffed anyway yo9 like with
toppings of your chcice from our U i , qus
,OP
bar.
Please present coupon when orderlnq One coupon of r p?r;on
per vistt Not valtd with any other coupon or spectal oroer

Jacksonville, Lenlock, Anniston & Pel1 City
February 28,1985

February 28,1985
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JACKSBAKED
PmAm
NOW ONLY 99C I
I

A hearty baked potato, stuffed anyway you like with
toppings of your choice from our unique
potato,
Please prescr t coupm when ordering One coupon oer person
per vtslt Not valtd wlth any other coupon or special order.

Jacksonville, Lenlock, Anniston & Pel1 City

JOIN IN THE FUN!
THIS WEEK is wind opening
week a t your newest Harco Ilrugl
('arp ) r t in .Jacksonville, Alabami
and you won't want to miss the f i n
and excitement.
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THIS WEEK take advantage of
a11 the exciting events, specials and
s i v i ng,% a t the new Harcu~iCarport.
THIS WEJ3K bargains will
; h u n d a t your newest H;irco Ilrug.
We've got g a n d opening specials
t h r ~ughoutthe store . . . spwial
v;~luesin every department !

FRAM OIL FILTERS $1.89 Limit 2
Hi-Dri Towels

-

3IS1.OO

Kodak Disc 3100 Camera
with rebate - ONLY S19.99
Pepsi 2 Liter

-

Rut what you'll like most about
HarcoICarprt is our everyday low
prices. Come by HarcoiQrport this
week and see why we say. At Harco
. . . We Care About You.

7gC

Autolite Spark Plugs .78

Limit 16

.Jacksonville's new Harco is everything you need in a drugstore, h)rn
prescriptions and vitamins, film and
crsmetic;, to hys and small
appliances. The-,. Cdrprt has auto
parts ranglng from ample accessories to ma~orparts for larger jobs.

WE CARE ABOUT YOU.
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Berry k e v o t e c to International House
By ROY WILLULMS
Catherine Berry's sincere dedication to the International House is an admirable quality that
distinguishes her as much more than a social director.
Her heartwarming personality makes the adjustment to
life in America so much easier for the foreign students in
the dorm. In fact, many of the foreigners, who are
thousands of miles away from their families, consider
Mrs. Berry to be a mother-figure a person that they can
trust and go to in times of despair. She is more than
willing to assist students with their problems.
Mrs. Berry is originally from Akron, Ohio, but moved
to Alabama at an early age. She raised her three
chlldren here, and has lived in Jacksonville for many
years. Though it took her a while to adjust to life in a
mall Southern town, she thoroughly enjoys Jacksond e , describing the people as courteous and friendly.
She has been social director of the International House
slnce August of 1981.

-

" I have workedwith young people
since I was 23. The opportunity to
work with students from so many
areas of the world was something
that I could not let pass by.

I f

Describing her duties, she remarked,"Basically,~ take
care of all student needs I counsel them when they have
problems, give them advice, and help the new students
adapt to the House. Several of the foreigners get
homesick during the year, and I try to make them more
comfortab1e:'Her job also includes responsibility of the
International House from 4:30 p.m. - 8:00 a.m., tending
to the needs of special guests of the International House,
and helping to present the annual United Nations Day
Tea and the monthly dinner forums.
What exactly is the International House Program
about? Mrs. Berry explains, "The International House is
a state-approved preram for cultural exchange. Forty
students live here ten American males and ten
American females, ten foreign males and ten foreign
females. Each foreigner is from a difEerent country, and
has an American roommate. Primary emphasis is
placed on the overall aspect of cultural understanding.
Dr. John Stewart has been director of the present International House since 1964. He has termed the International House as a 'window of the world' and as a
'little United Nations'," Mrs. Berry remzrked.
Dr. Stewart describes Mrs. Berry as a very capable
social director. "She is an excellent hostess for the many
social events held here. She really cares about the

-

-

welfare of the residents and the welfare of the International How."
The International House has grown immensely since
its beginnings oncampus. "It has had four homea;'Mrs.
Berry said. "The first was in a basement room at Bibb
Graves Hall in 1947. There were only five members back
then, and all of them were from France. The second
home was a white frame bungalow located near Bibb
Graves. Then, in 1953 the International House was
moved to a small brick bungalow. It provided offices and
dining facilities, but no one lived in it. The students lived
on campus in the general dormitories. The prqram has
been at its present location since 1964."
Mrs. Berry lives in the International House all year
round, although the dorm is open only eight months per
year. She has a full apartment upstairs, where she
resldes with her youngest daughter, Anne, a student
here at JSU. She describes the House as follows, "Up
stairs, it has two well furnished guest rooms, my
apartment, and tour offices one each for Dr. Stewart,
his secretary, Mrs. Alice Draper, a student secretary,
and me. We also have recreatimal facilities downstairs,
a livingroom, diningroom, and housing for forty
students."
When asked what attracted her to the job of social
m c t o r , Mrs. Berry answered, "I have worked with
young people since I was 23. The opportunity to work
with students trom so many areas of the world was
something that I could not let pass by." She says that
every year provides new experiences for her. "You
never stop learning. That is what I like most about my
p b - meeting people of differing personalities from all
over the world. "
Rod Garrett, a student from Fort Payne who has lived
m the International H w s e for only one month, remarked
"The social plurality, the strong-willed students, end the
twenty-four hour SUmkIlance task brings o& matg.nal
instmcts m Mrs. Berry which are only anticipated qt
one's real home.

-
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Mrs. Berry's favorite activities are reading books and
studying and observing other people. "I enjoy trying to
figure other people out," she remarked. "Working in the
International House has expanded my horizons. It has its
good times and its bad times, but mostly it's good times.
I stay in close contact with several of my former
students by phone and by mail:"
Mrs. Berry's favorite activities are reading books and
studying and observing other people. "I enjoy trying to
figure other people out, she remarked. "Working in the
International House has expandedmy horizons. It has its
good times and its bad times, but mo-stly it's good times.
I stay in close contact with several of my former
students by phone and by mail.

Mrs. Catherine Berry spends some of her time taking care of the fine
f ~ m i t ~inr the
e Uving and dining rooms of the International House.
Mrs. Berry enables the foreign students to quickly accept the House as a
second home, also. Mikael Fredstand, a first year resident from Sweden,
stated, "I think Mrs. Berry is doing a good job in aiding the residents with
their problems and worries. It's nice to know that she's always around
when you need help."
Mrs. Berry is truly a warm, gentle person. The residents of the International House, bdth mative &d foreign, feel that she has truly made
the International House a more enjoyable place to live.

Jovial personality joins Economics Department
By LISA OGLE
Seeing new faces and encountering new experiences is all
part of the college life. One not so
familiar face around campus this
semester is Mr. Bob Ervin in the
economics department. Mr. Pvin
is an economics teacher who,
through his jovial personality, is
quick on the move at making new
triends and creating interesting and
entertaining classes.
Mr. Ervin is a native Alabamain
from Marion, Alabama, which is
located approximately one hour
south of Tuscaloosa. He has lived in
Marion for most of his life, moving
only to atknd school himself or to
teach. Mr. Ervin graduated from
Francis Marion High School in 1966
where he was involved in everything
from co-captain of the football team
to the president of the Senior 4 7
Club. He then chose Montevallo for

hs undergraduate studies. It was
there that he became interested in
economics. "I became interested
more in ecomonics after I took my
principles courses there. My
professors at Montevallo were a
major influence on my getting involved d t h economic," says Mr.
Ervin.
After earning his degree in
marketing and management at
Montevallo, he returned to his
hometown to work and earn mney
to pursue his education at the
Master's level. He remained in
Marion until he earned enough
money to enroll in graduate studies.
Western Kentucky University in
Bowlmg Green, Kentucky where he
says he "rather randomly" chose to
work on his master's degree. Mr.
Ervin worked a s a graduate
assistant here while he attended
school. "That was about all 1 had

tune for. I didn't have time to be
involved with many extracurricular
activities in college if 1 wanted to
make my grades."

With his education behind him, he
began teachmg. The first school at
a c h he taught was Cumberland
College m Wiiamsburg, Kentucky.
'fie second was in Madisonville,
Kentucky at Madisonville Commuruty College where he taught for
only one year. His next move was
nght here at Jacksonville State.
When asked if Jacksonville was
what he expected it to be,he replied,

"Sure"
" It's definitely a stepup from a
pnvate or community college.''
In responding to being asked to
describe himself with W e e adpctaves, one was adventurolu
and rightly so .
Among his ordinary hobbies of
tennls and cheese is the adventure
ot the motorcycle. Mr. P v i n has
been cycling tor a number of years
both on and off road, But simple
cycling certainly isn't the upbeat of

-

M r . Bob Ervin

this umnventional hobby. His
involvment with Enduros is, "An
Ekduro is a type of off-road cycling
event which consists of anywhere
between 75150 miles of obstacle
course. Enduros have a rather
complicated and detailed set of
competition rules, including a
requirement that the rider must
maintain exactly a 24 mile per hour
average over this rugged woodland
course or else receive a point
deduction in his overall score,"
explains Mr. Ekvin. This quite
dangerous hobby proves above all
.else that this 36 year old college
teacher has an overwhelming spirit
of adventure. He shows a rare
quality of humor when he states, "If
I continued with the details of my
quite complicated hobby of
previously entering Enduros, it
could very possibly get as complicated as economics.
'"
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Re-entry students cope well with campus life
By DEBBIE GOGGANS
A special breed of students can
always be found on American
college campuses, and Jacksonville
Sate University is no exception.,
They may not be that obvious
because most of them seem to blend
right mto the mainstream of campus
activities. This special breed of
student being referred to is the reentry student.

Not only are they special, but they
also have special problems. Most of
them are older than the majority of
students which many times makes
some of them feel inadequate and
out of place.

--

3-

Although the students being
referred to are those who are
twenty-five and above. Many of the
resntry students are old enough to
be the parents of their classnates
and sometimes even older than their,
mstructors.
Il you know such students, you
probably will agree that their age is
not a hmdrance. In fact, it is an
asset. They seem to try harder at
whatever they attempt. This effort
mght be attributed to the fact that,
bemg older with more responsibaties, they have a greater appreciation for every opportunity that
lite presents to them.

Most of the re-entry students value
eaucation more because they
usually have to pay for it themselves
and have had to wait many years
wlule rearing a family for the opportmty to attend a college or
univgsity. This may contribute to
the fact that most of them are excepttonal students and appear to
have more respect for their
teachers.

A problem that the older reentry
students may have is adjusting to
the many changes that have occurred in technology since they
attended high school. According to
Donald Goodman, a re-entry
student:+When I lett high school in
1954, Ethnology was just beginning
to bud. I have had a lot of catching
up to do in the areas of math and
science."
The number of reentry students
may be greater than many students
realize. In the fall of 1984,19 percent
of the students registered and attending classes at Jacksonville State
University were twenty-five and
over. This might not seem to be a
significant figure, but when one
realizes that this is approximately
one fifth of the total enrollment or an
estimated 1,235 students it becomes
significant.
Much has been done to help r e
entry students with their adjustment
into college lite. For those who need
help, the Ke-entry Students Club
Handbook is available in the Individualized Learning Center
located on the thlrd floor m Bibb
Graves. This hanctbook gives exsuch
cellent mformation
thmgs as re@strati0n, important
ottlces and their locations, study
b t s , eabng places,
services,
~arkmg,and child care services.
The mam thmg that re-entry
students should realize is that they
are not alone. Many of the common
problems and concerns of these
students can be seen m the follomg
statements by re-entry student
Shelly Lowery in the Reentry
Students ~ a n d b o o k fthe
' ~ ~time 1
entered JSU m the fall of 1981,
college had been a dream oi @ne for
several years, but one 1had to build

t
db

Corner Of
Church St. &
Francis bve.
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Part T i m Attendant
(k Duty.
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~rom
left to right, ~ u d yFe$ner, a graduate &dent of Science -)or;
Sharan Bmstetter, WIy Childhood
Clinical psychology; Donald Goodman, Computer Education major.
up to slowly. At 32,l had been out of college and 1 hale been onthe dean's mer I1 off to enable my family and
hgh school for many years and was k t all but one summer Semester. 1 me to have about 6-8weeks of almost
absolutely and completely terrified. have found that most instructors normal tamly life."
I had not been a great student in high welcome the returning student
school and wondered if 1 would be urlllmgly. The younger students are
able to make good grades. 1 was iriendly to and Interested in the r e
entermg college mth a bunch of entry students & they are @ven a
bnght young people not much older chance. My tarmly has adjusted
than my oldest son and worried how tarly well to my bemg m college and
they and the instructors would react
the added respons~bllityon all of us.
to me. I was concerned about the
But there are pressures when trymg
ettect of my attendmg college full to balance college and family. At
tune and the resultmg long hours of
tunes the only way to cope is to wear
study reqwred would have on my
bhders to everything but what has
husband and two sons.
to be studied. Another coping
"it's three years smce I started method I use is to try to take sum-
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Dean's List
-

-

59 1 commended for academic excellence
Fll e hundred and nmet!
cniversit!
sludents acheved acadmllc excellence d u r ~ n g the fall. 1984
SiTlIc'Stt?r,U7clUdW 175 who earned
a Fwstecf 3 1) g a d e P m t average
all .is)

L!nette Johnson, Kathryn D Moore,
b l b r l ! h3m-n N 8 . n ~ Janet
.
Bush
Parnell. Shella Henee R w n , Carol
Leonard Shafer. ~ a y n eSmoot,
tiregor! Joseph S p o ~ n , Rends
L)enise\\'ade. Cheryl Bonita Walk-,
Gar! Edward \\'ood

J d c k s o n ~ l l l e State

me &an s LJS mcludes
3-0Ltst

Ohatchee: l'anlara Renee Bice,
Hegina Renee tioffer, Natalie
Uoane Slartm, k v o n a K P W p s

.4LT.4L G.4 :

Prarrnlle: John I'hornell lhonlas

Osford: liruta L > w tiibbs, Susan
Cowan Hall, nlehssa Ann ficks,
KerQ' h r e s e Kelle!. David WIIron
Lewis. Hegma rodd Martin, Sharon
.-\Me .\IcNeell, 'rracl Ann 'Wer,
Debbie Jcan Pciorrlson, Mary Laura
\talker

RLOLT:

hmma: Rhr!
CALHOLS :

.Uerandda: h n ~Sue LOIT

Anniston: Carol J Barrow.
Sharon Elatne Briggs. I)lane D
& o m . Patriaa .inn BUM, busan

Piedmont: Lor1 Webb tilllls,

Henin: hta Johnson Houston,
Wallace tirant Nichols, Sarah C.

w d

COOSA:
Kellyton: Shelley L. Wall
CULLMAN :
Holly Pond: Shelba L. Benefield
DALE:
Daleville: Carl L. Jesse

B
~
~ ,mte
~
mza,
~
: .\fi&ael m e n ~ u l p C, h m d a Hope
brmn! L!m Daruel. Honald Lee

Glencw:
HOUSTON'rammy
:
Ann Whitten
Dothan: Richard Steven Barefield
el ling ton: Kobyn E. Boozer
JACKSON
Bryant: Debbie Jones Stacy
CHAMBERS:
Lanett: rronya Suzanne
Scottsboro: Cyunthla Diane
Hamer, Ann Marie Stewart, Debbie
Lynn Warren
CHEROKEE:
Cedar Bluff: Carolyn Denise
fk~tion: Karen Annette
Early
JEFFERSON :
Gayl6-e:
Suzanne ~ h ~ ~ b Birmingham:
l ~ ~ , Woodard Brown
ram&a
A. ~ ; l b b

Rtts. Jesse B bhaddur,
Brackett L'andagrlff
Ft. 1IcClellan: Karen Denise
Frias. Patricia G Slansfield,
Georgia B r o m Per=

Jackson1 ille: Carl Erik Paul
Anderson. Roger Lamont Angel,
bkssa .*>. Bcozer. Laura Slarie
Carr. Hobm .W. Chdds, SfyoungHee Chrlstlansen, tiarance &elder,
CLAY:
Lineville: Donna Lynn Amason,
~ m Rs. E d w n , Kathy D. F a m ,
a a d a Ceaha knzalez, Deborah Beme F . m e n
CLEBb-:
hi. Goolesby, Amta C m l e n e m,
hlarianne SI Johnson, Wendy
FruithUrSt: M e h a M. Gates
P

Gowens

C.

j&-&
fi

Care & Learn
Total Development Center"
(Licensed Nurse On Duty)

Kertified Teachers
*field Trips
.Pre-School For 3 5 Year Old
.AM School Delivery
.After S c h d Pick-Up

-

-2

m.CLAIR:
Ashvue: Ronald Cash Hardy
Pell City: April Barber Abel,
James Fredrick Sargent
Steele: Pamela Leanne Pope
Vincent: 'Diane G. Baker

MADISON:
Huntsville: Ahce Mller Hendrlx
MARSHALL:
Albertville: Nancy Jane Beason

TALLADEGA:
Lincoln: Donald Hay Haney,
Sherry Butler Hattaway, Cathy
Marie Nash

DEKALB:
Boaz: John M c W e y R t t , Sue
Fort Payne:
Karen
Lee mestewart
~ ~ ~ ~jehrey
) ~&on~ ml l gd ~ ,
w s m e :sherrl Aruta ~ l e w s , Grant: Keith Ernest Shields
K~~~ Denise Qoper, Audrey S.
Guntersville: Janet Patrice
Vanblo-esteyn
Johnson
Sylvania: Wchelle Jolle Wllburn
SHELBY:
Alabaster: Aubrey 'l'homas Gfflls
ETOWAH

Bqnurn, Kun Spurlock Clark, Donna
Lynn Dean, Wchael Benton French,
Sharon Dacwo,
Paul Slarshall ~ ~ l T~~~
l ~q a m~e l a ~ Audrey
,
George, John
branklin Hickman, Cathy Abel
mbrson
Gangstad, L~ K~~
~ m ~, b a l yMarie Johnson, Kesder, Karen Hedge Smth

Seele! . Patricia L)nn Srruth, Sandra
Sher! 1 Spellman, Susan B
Sevemo~n. Susar, Rper Vieathersbee, Janet Ka! Nebb

Burke, mchael David Hartline,
Maniece E. Noble, m o n d a Carol
'I'rarnmel, Nancy Darlene Turner,
Levent 'l'utak
Kimberly: V l r p i a D. Whitaker
Tarrant: Wffliam Harold Brannon

By DEBBIE GOGGANS
l! you have a problem, lnfo h e
can probably help. lnfo Line
a
servlce provlded by the Volunteer
and Iniormabon center of Calhoun

Munford: John 'I'lrnothy Layton,
'l'homas Eugene Stephens
Sylacauga: Ehzabeth L. Powell
Talladega: Jack Dewayne Germany
(See LIST, Page 17)

Approxunately two-hundred fltty
organlzabons a r e wa~tmgto help
those lnneedol assistance. lnfo Line
can help answer questions concernmg personal problems, health,

County, an agency of the United tamly, fmanclal, legal,consUmer,
Way.
or just about any other type of
problem. Last month alone the
'RIB new service xmlntams a service answered more than 375
listing of non-profit services
avallable to all Calhoun c0UIty
residents. lnto h e provides a
number to call for aid ln flndlng
mformabon or solvlng a problem.

calls tor help.
For wee mformation and referral
concerrung any problem, large or
small, call 235-4636. "Your troubles
won't trouble us a t all.

DINNER SPECIAL

TODAY
ONLY!
16"1 ITEM
PIZZA
and
2 COKES

+

From dacksonvllh Elementary School

@BalancedMeals & Snacks
Accredited Program
@Ages6 Months To 10 Years
.State Licensed Day Care
Center & Kindergarten
06 A M 6 PM Monday Friday

-

-

$8.99
Hours:

4:00 P.M. To 1:00 A.M.

February 7,1985 ONLY
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List
(Continued From Page 16)
TALLAPOOSA:
Alexander City: Lisa Gay Henderson
NATION:
Georgia: Gregory F. Coleman,
Uue Kidge; Lori Jean Littleton,
Chickamauga; Cynthia Marie
Jabaley, Epworth; Joy B. Fuller,
Fayetteville; Karen Dianne Lindsay, Jonesboro; April Lee
Sauceman, LaFayette; Lisa
Kathryn Smith, Marietta ; William
C. Wilson, Kinggold; James I).
Gray, Villa Kica
Florida; Thomas E. Dawkins,
Boynton Beach; Suzanne M. McCarty, Clearwater; Shaun P.
Davidson, Kockledge; Lauralyn
Sparrowhawk, Tampa
Kentucky: Daniel M. Wadsworth,
Hartford
Maryland: Bruce A. Brownstein,
Wheaton
North Carolina: Allison L. Buie,
Wilmington
Pennsylvania: Florence Jean
Harvey, Pittsburgh
South Carolina: Lela Michelle
Basham, S m e r v i l l e
Tennessee: Kevin Carl L,ee,
Clarksville; Teresa Khea Barham,
Hermitage
FOREIGN:
Germany: Ckistine Huchting
Nigeria: Okwara Nwosu
Japan: L%ie Morikawa
Students who earned grade point
sverages between 2.5 and 2.9 (As
and Bs) include:
BIBB:
Centreville:
Coburn

Randy

Lavane

BLOUNT :
Oneonta: Terri Lynn Glaze
CALHOUN :
Alexandria: Deborah Irene McCkry
Anniston: Hex Coleman Angle,
Glenda J. Barker, Kelly Renee
Bean, James Joseph Bolick, Donna
McMinn Bryant, Harriet Faye Bush,
Hollye Gaye Bush, Angela Kris
Byrd, Leslie H. Callender, Vianne L.
Clark, Gina H. Coffelt, James
Haskell Combs, Karla Dawn Conner, Sherri B. Conner, Sharon E.
CYaig, William Don Decker, Ivelisse
C. Dejesus, L. J a n Dickinson,
Katherine M. Donald, Cynthia L.
Dulaney, Nanette Lee Estes, Andrea
Battle Ferrell, Keith D. Grier,
Kathy Copeland Hardy, Terrance
Keith Harrington, Julie V. Higgins,
Mary A. Hill, Laura C. Hix, Hosa
Higgins Holland, Sherri L. Horton,
Andrea Lee Hubbard, Kim Yvonne
Johnson, Ronald Lee Johnston,
Cwthia R. Jones, David Wayne
Jones, Linda C. Lee, Glenda J.
Lindsey, Joyce Ann McMasters,
Sunan Price McNabb, Shirley C.
Mitchell, Debra Thompson Moore,
Cynthia Renee Owens, Joy Wheeles
Price, Jan Allison Punroy, Dena
Michelle Hamey, Christopher A1
Reynolds, Kimberly Anne Rust,
Andrew Brian Sellers, Laura Denise
Shaw, Robin Denise Snow, Yvonne
Sue Thomas, Sophia Renee Ward,
Allison Rena Weaks
Bynum: Donald Glenn Haynes,
Gary Alan Pitts, Dale K. Schiffner
Choccolocco:
Teague

Sylvia Delores

DeArrnanville: Curtis Eugene Hill

Crossine the river

Pa shares memories
By STEVE CONNELL
As P a and 1 were traveling
through the Tennessee mountains to
h ~ sold homebwn, he rambled on
about a river we must cross. Big
deal I thought. Why e s P a keep
babbling about crossing a river? He
never said anything while we were
going through C%attanooga, and it
was a survival course. I keep gazing
upon the beautiful Tennessee hills,
trying unsuccessfully to tune Pa out.
Sure couldn't do it with a radio a s p a
detests them. I don't know why. He
can barely hear. "Damn river's not
far" he snorted.
"Pa, will You please hush about
the silly river. You act a s though
we're crossing the Colorado;' I
screamed.
He smirkingly replied "You just
wait by God, you'll see." Finally we
arrived a t the river. Just an average
size river a s far a s 1was concerned.
All of a sudden the road just stops on
the river banks.
I hollered, "Where in the hell is the
damn bridge Pa?" ( P a and m e cuss
a lot when we're together.)
Pa had a
eating grin on his
face and contidently stated, "There
ain't no --damned bridge. You gotta
cross On a ferry." Sure
there was a ferry on the other side.
The ferry driver saw us and came
barely chugging across the river. 1
do mean barely chugging
Once had cauuouQ proceeded
my car on to the ferry, 1 asked the

driver what would happen if the car
started rolling towards the edge.
He calmly stated, "1 reckon it'd
roll off." I just stood there dumbfounded. (You had to stand on the
terry, out of your car, with life
jackets on.)
I then asked the ferry driver what
wodd happen if the ferry's engine
died.
Again he calmy stated, "I reckon
we'd float down the river. "
"How far down the river'!" I
asked.
He annoyingly retorted, "1 reckon
till we run into the dam."
Jesus C%rist 1 thought'
NO more questions. Somehow or
another the law ot averages was on
pays and my side. We made it. Pa
was silent the entire crossing. He
ain't too fond of water. Pi was
worried about himself drowning.
The ferry driver yelped
dollars, young fells. v
bcHeli, you ought to pay me for
crossing on this piece of horse
manure," I stupidly retored.
"Three dollars since there was
two of ya," he demanded.
"0.K." 1moaned. As we made our
way down the narrow road, I
thought, ,,hell, this is just the
of the trip. What other
sqrises do= Pa have
We
still got three of his sisters to meet,

,.,

I
A
A ION
SERVICE. 7 nigh!s,
8 days i n ~ t .
Lauderdale - Flor~da's most popular
springbreakparty - from $109.Call NOW to
reserve your sun.filled vacation. LUV
Tours 800-368-2006,
for Annete.
2-7, 14, 21, 28

Eastaboga: Marion Ralph Mooney
Fort McClellan: Tomrnie Rogers
Frank, Allison Anne Gebott, Celeste
Marie Pincince
Jacksonville: Ricky Norman
Angel, Anita Gaye Barila, Kathleen
M. Barr, Kathy Lynn Beal, Tracy
Edwin Blount, Ashley Blair Boozer,
Hodney Scott Boozer, Julia Emma
Borders, Pamela H. Bouska, Glenn
llale Bryant, Susan Darlene Carroll,
Michelle Lee Dobson, Douglass M.
b a k e , Melvin Roy Edwards, Jerry
Larue Elbson,' Rhonda J o Ellison,
Mikael Carl Fredstrand, Kimberly
Dawn Garris, J a m e s Richard
George, Sharon Kay Hall, James
Lucian Herring, Elizabeth N. Igbokwe, Gladys A. Dutton, Susan
Jeanette Johnson, Mohit Kapoor,
Maria Wilson King, Janet Lynn
Knight, Diane Rogers Koerper,
Lawrence David Leiter, Edgar
Rolando Leon, Hagan Franklin
Lockette, George Koger Martel,
Nina Hudson McGinnis, Amanda
Marie Nance, Susan Denise Parris,
Francisco V. Pinto, Karen Denise
Price, Paek Mi Khee, Mary Emily
Sides, Richard Arnold Smoot,
Pamela Minton Strickland, Vachira
'I'ontrakulpaibul, Wilmot Bartin
Valhmu, CWistopher A. Casey

Valerie Jean Truitt
Piedmont: Gary Durant Allen,
Kenneth Scott Amos, Eleanor T.
Cam, Kay Davis Evans, Helen
Renea Hulsey, Vicky Lee Hurst,
Tamara Denise Johnson, Ramona
Lynne Kiser, Brian Keith Pike,
Sheryl Denise Kiser, Phillip E.
Sanford, Karen Leigh Steele. Patty
Jane Wolfe

CLEBURNE :
Fruithurst: Jeffrey Robert Abney
Heflin: Beverly Carol Johnson,
Gordon Ray McKinney, Bobby
Spencer White

Muscadine: Roland Patrick
Brown
COMA :
Rockford: Jerry Keith Bullard,
Lori Denise Hilyer
CULLMAN:
Weaver: Pamela Sue Cotfelt,
Cullman: Kevin J. Snowden
Melessa E. Darr, Handy David
DEKALB:
Durian, John Llarles Franklin,
Collinsville: L3iquita Jean Hood,
Barbara Ann Ginn, Todd Alan Suzanne Myers
Hamilton, 'hna Darlynn Magouyrk,
Crossville: Timothy M. Parker
Delores Ann Nelson, Herbert D.
Fort Payne: Deborah G. Goggans,
Kobertson, Rita lsom Smith, Penni
Lorraine Surnmerlin, Lawrence R. Ana Eugenia Leon, Tamara Ann
tiunter, James Anthony Jennings,
Wllley
Donald Earl Goodman
Fyffe: Elizabeth Ann Daniel,
CHAMBERS:
Angela Jill Martin
Lanett: Laurie Jo Maddox
Geraldine: Dennis M. Cleveland
CHEROKEE :
Ider: Rita Sue Hammonds
Cedar Bluff: Jan I. Bishop,
Rainsville: Madonna Cash Wigley
Leatha Ann Harp, James J. Nelson,
Valley Head: Lesa Dianne Blevins
James Richard Oliver
ETOWAH:
Centre: Jeff e r y Dale Bullen,
Altoona: Lucretia Mae Yates
James Kevln Grimes, Pamela J o
Attalla: Catherine M. Adams,
Jordan, Thomas Wayne Lewis,
Geneva L. Shaver, Aella Mae Betty K. Kilgo, James G. Milam,
Donald Scott Stephens, Caarlotte
'Mey
Gaylesville: David L. Moseley, Elis Tillman
Gadsden: Doris Auman, Vivian L.
Carla Renee Wade
Baltrusaitis, Edwin L. Harris,
Leesburg:
Sheila
Kay
Aldridge,
Ohatchee: Gloria Dudley C~ook,
Karen E. Baskin, Alice E. Turner,
Gregory Thomas Haynes, Leslie Kenneth J. Daughertv
Mary AUene Broughton, Amanda
S k a n Martin. Jennifer Lee Miller
CHILTON:
Beth Bynum, Mona Kaye Lusk
Clanton: Glen Patrick Graham Causey, Susan Carol Cothran,
Oxford: Teresa Lynn Baber,
Verbena: James Timothy Jones Connie Denise Cur1;Brenda Moses
Donald Louis Droll, Delbert Alfred
CLAY:
Deavor, Debra Kay Fickle, Carol
Hopper, Loretta M. Hulsey, Patrick
Ashland: Sharon Lanett For- Lynn Griffith, Stephanie L.
M. Kelly, Michael Joseph Lett, tenberry, Gina Alene Mattax, Grissom, Rita Beatrice Harcrow,
Sondra Dempsey Oswalt, Carol Reuben Alan Tinney
William G. Hill. Dianne Hewitt
Lynne Pace, Melanie Joan Prater,'
Lineville: Kathleen Brown
(See LIST, Page 18)
Johnna Joy Sharp, Lori Lee Stewart. Bynum, Helen Wilson O'Neal
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(Continued From Page 17)
Honeycutt, Gregory Keith Lowery,
Deborah Gale Mclntyre, Wio&an
McMurry, Brian Keith Mintz,
Connie Brooks Parkerson, Darryl
Glen Patton, Fletcher Hay, Kenneth
Edward Sexton, Sidney Earl Sharp,
Stephen Duane Smedley, Stacy Lynn
Stansell, Glenn Oren Stephens, John
Phlllip Stone, Jamie Lea Strickland,
Kun Sheree Sturdivant, Joanna
Elaine Tarvm, Mary Gallwitz Teet,
hnda Srmth Townsel, J a n Hale
Turner, James Harvey Wallace,
Hobln Leigh Waters, Lori Anne
Watson, Sh~rleyM. White, Wade
Hampton Wofford
Glencoe: Gleeda J a n e Alvis,
Gerald Edward Carnes. Susan Kellv
Darnell, Carrie Lou &crow, ~isl?
Diane Holcombe, Cynthia Dawn
Patterson, Carolyn Miller Pruitt,
Kathey Denise Hichey, Stephanie D.
'hompson, Kimberly Lynn Welch,
Benjamin Keith Whitten. Kathrvn
--- - - " - E. Lhorscak
7

JACKSON :
Dutton: Joy N. Barnes
Hollywood: Lisa Don Allbert,
Sandra Gail Powell
Pisgah: Robin L. Gant Fleming,
Cherie Lynn Thornhill, Carolyn
Regina Winkles
~ ~ ~ t Archie
t ~ L.b Schnuelle,
~ ~ ~
Phillip Hunt Sisk
Section: Teresa M. Tidmore,
Kandall Gene Haynes
JEFFERSON:
Denise Minnitield
B-gham:
Tars Lei* Bennett, Amy Susan Cloud, Faye Dalene
Cunnmgham, Marianne Easley,
Sheila Henea Grissett, Angela
Naorm Johnson, M o n a Denise
Martin, Howard F . Johnston,
Michael Bruce Oliver, Lorinda
Marie Hose
Graysville: Kmberly Ann Hann,
Janet Lrnn Ohver
Gardendale: Mariann~M. Brltz

Homewood: Tara Lynne Atkinson
Hwytown: Eric Lems Canada
Kimberly: Edmond Wayne
Bradberry
McCalla: Margo Delaina Nelson
Vestavia Hills: Lawrence Arin
Pauh
LAWRENCE :
Moulton: Kelly J a y Gordon,
Melissa Joi Wallace
LIMESTONE:
Athens: Rhonda Beth Williams
MADISON:
Harvest : Marla Kay Prichard
Huntsville: Jenniter P. Haughton,
Apolonia K. Manlone, Deanna
Louise Msner, Judith Anne Nix,
Sandra Gayle Sanders
New Hooe: Sandra Lvnn Sadler

ST CLAIR:

Gallant: Vicki Denise Morrison
Odenville: Gay Lynn Glidewell
Pell City: Tanya B. Payne, Laura
J. Taylor, Laura Alyson Moreland,
Alex Jay Watlington
Ragland: Geraldine S. Bunt,
Caroline S. McDill
Steele: Jeffrey L. Barron
TALLADEGA:
Munford: Shella June Collett,
Seven Thomas Robinson
Sylacauga: Kenneth Ray Austin,
Euben Andrew Carden, Suzanne
Felice Caandler, Sandra Colleen
Estes, Dorothy J. Lessley, Vanessa
Ann Scott, Angela Dee Smith
Talladega: Mary Kay Ballard,
Bertha Lucille Benjamin, Teri
Bryan C%ampion, Terry Vaughn
MARSHALL:
Grace, Sandra Kay Gritfith, Thad
Albertville: D'Lisa Ann Burt, Jackson Miller, Denise Fannin
Leland Wade Lkawford, Lawton Hodgers, Tony Lamar Rutledge,
Dale Fuller, Kathryn E . Garrison, Elizabeth W. Smith, Renee Zeline
M a n , David Wayne Todd, Penelope
Scarlett K. Moore
Gay Turner, Kimberly Hayes
Boaz: Shena H. Kinney, Hugh lll*lrl.-."
Arthur McWhorter, Ihnna ~ e i
Owens, Jerry W a n Stewart, Rhonda
TALLAPOOSA:
Beth Peppers, Kevin Dewayne
Dadeville: Cynthia Diane Carroll
Peterson
Jacksons Gap: Garnie Joe C W e r
Grant: Cassandra Leah Phillios
Tallapoosa: Ann Marie Duchene
Guntersville:Sharon Fay G l a . , ~ o ~
TUSCALOOiSA:
Edmond Hay Sahag, Teresa Diane
Coker: Tina Michelle Smith
Wilder
Northport: Lisa Diane Buck
Ho-n:
Rodney
James
Gilbert
:
WALKER:
MONROE :
Jasper: Terri Gaines Moody
Monroeville: Lora Angelia Lowell
NATION:
Georgia: Pamela Jill Wright,
MORGAN :
Decatur: Phillip D. Mitchell, Aragon; Anthony Luis Feliciano,
Jeffery Lee Bright, Debra Lynn Atlanta; Anna Sue Hubbard,
Atlanta; Cynthia It. Perkins,
O'Brien, Michael R. Swistek
Bowdon; Deborah Ann Mixon,
Hartselle: Mary Lynne Horton
Calhoun; Avis Letitia Pass,
RANDOLPH:
Calhoun : Jimmy Haburn Wilson,
Newell: m k e D. Lovvorn
~

~

R0anoke:SusanKristLnaBrooks
SHELBY:
Calera: Scott ' W o t h y Wren
Helena: Honald Andrew Domian
Vincent: Helen Deloise M e n ,
Susan Annette S m t h

.........................................

Cartersville;
Sheri Paulette
Cochran, Cedartown; Randall Lee
Gravitt, Chatsworth; Susan Louise
Meals, College Park; Kenneth Todd
Ellington, Conyers; Jennifer Anne
Pitts, Conyers; Sherry Leigh
Jackson, Dalton; Pamela Ann
Holmes, Decatur; Brinda Gail
Morris, Esom Hill; Janet Susanne
Young, Fairmont ; Sharon Denise
h d s a y , Jonesboro; Michelle Renee
Hubsky, Kennesaw; Anna Nadine
Carroll, Kingston; Carla Louise
Merrill, Kingston; Kimberly Faye
Nix, LaGrange; Kimberly Ann
Reeves, LaGrange; Wanda Yvette
Gresham, Lithonia; Cary Robert
Brague, Marietta; Gregory Lee
Williams, Marietta; Cathy Darlene
CYalt, Newnan; Steven Scott Tyndall, Peachtree City; Dawn Yvette
Fowler, Hesaca:, Mark Eugene
Pevey, Rincon; Blair Matthew
Callaway, Ringgold; William H.
Murphy, Rising Fawn; Lisa Renee
McElroy, Hiverdale; Rhonda Lynn
Wyatt, Riverdale; Deborah Terril
Cooley, Home; Frankie E. Davis;
Ann Louise Hotf, Home; Robert
Kyle Griswold, Smyrna; Dawn
Leigh Lurnmus, Smyrna; Karen
Denise Pool, Summerville

++
4
4
++

Florida:
Clyde Moreland,
G a i n e s W ; James M. Dorriety,
Pensacola; Teresa Henea Bair,
Venice
Idaho: Vonda Kim Barbour, Boise
Kentucky: Caroline E. Hood,
Bedford; Alicia Ann Smith, Vine
Grove
Minnesota: Steven Douglas
Woslager, Hayfield
Mississippi: William 0. Cox, Olive
Branch
South Carolina: Daniel Michael
Jennings, Greenwood
Tennessee :Eric Michael Traynor,
Chattanooga; Lori Leigh Bridges,
Knoxville; Shannon Scott W s ,
Pulaski
Texas: Jeffrey Brooks Beal,
Bryan
Virginia: Mary Ann Riner,
Winchester
Washington: Patrick C. Horrace,
Toledo
West Virginia: Thomas E . Devine,
Elkins
FOREIGN :
Argentina: Augusto Conte
Nigeria: Kamourdeen Abi Kale
Rio De Janeiro: Liana De Carnar
Costa

++
VOTE
There Will Be An Election Held O n The 4
i

15 th O f February
To Determine Whether O r Not
4
The Current SGA Constitution
Should Be Amended
$The polls will b e open from 9 a r n to dprn.0

'*************+..***~

6

+

DO YOU NEED A STUDENT LOAN?
You May Qualify For A
Guaranteed Student Loan
S o m e of the features lnclude

1. No interest while attending college.
4

3
2
1
4
4
4
4

.------

2. 8% simple interest after completion of college or trade school.

Back by Popular Demand
Wed. and Thurs. Feb. 13 and 14
Don't Miss

* Daniel Lepore *

The Hilarious Hypnotist
2
.........................................

3. Payments deferred until six months after completion of college, with payments as little as $50.00 per month.

*

;i

2i

4
4

4. No collateral required.
5. No credit check.

6. Loans available for every member of your family up to $25,000 each.

7. Commitments available today to assure a loan this year, next year,
or even 10 years from now.
8. Get your commitment today while the money is still available for you!

BANKING HOURS
Banking Hours At All Three Faciiit~es
For Your Convenience As Follows:

LOBBY

ond day-~hursday 9 : 0 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
Fridays 9 : O a.m. to 2:W p.m. and
4 0 0 p.m. to o : O p.m.

DRIVE-UU
Mon., Tues., Thurs. 830 a.m, to 4:03 p.nl
Wednesday 8:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

JACKSONVILLE, ALABAMA
Main Office
South Pelham Road

435-7894
Public Square Branch

435-6370
Weaver Branch
Weave:, Alabama

I

Planned Futures Inc.
1013 D
Snow Street
oxford, A 1 36203
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./ox men reach number I plateau
BY J.R. ZERINGUE
The men's gymnastics season is
underway, and both the men and
women's team are ranked number 1
in the country in a recent NCAA
Division I1 and Ill poll.
The men started their season
competition on December 1, with a
meet against the University of
Georgia and Ohio State. Despite
losing to Ohio Slate, the Gamecocks
defeated Georgia for the first time.
With continuous hard work
throughout the Clristmas holidays,
the Gamecocks traveled to Annapolis, Maryland, for a tri-meet on
January 11with the Naval Academy
and Slippery Rock.
With a team score of 242.45, the

Other records set in the meet were
Because of Dave Oak's ankle
Kenny hxoore's 53-95 all-around injury, the Gamecocks went into the
score, Brain Walker's 9.55 floor meet without the depth of the
exercise, and Dave Oak's ring wore previous contests. The University of
Of 9.35.
Georgia took the meet with a fine
266.15 with Houston Baptist close
Along with these records, five of behind with a score of 264.9.
the six event scores set new highs.
From the Naval Academy, the The floor team averaged a 9.4 to set
Taking a zero on pommel horse
men of Jacksonville traveled to a team record at 47.05. Pommel and rings hurt Jax State's team
William and Mary College for a dual horse went to 41.95, rings to 44.3, score, but the squad pulled together
meet on January 12.
parallel bars to 43.2 and horizontal to take third place with a score of
bar set a record of 44.0.
241.4.
For the Gamecocks, this was
purely a record setting meet. The
With the weekend off, the
Gamecocks beat William and Mary Gamecocks then prepared themGeorgia Tech's Kenny Cook
by the score of 266.65 to 252.10.
selves for a four-way meet against placed tirst in the all-around while
This team score shattered JSU's Houston Baptist, Georgia, and Jacksonville's Kenny Moore
previous high of 251.25.
Georgia Tech on January 26.
finished second with a 53.35.
Gamecocks were edged out by the
Academy's 253.80, but bettered
Slippery Rock's 197.50.
Kenny Moore (second) and J.R,
Zeringue (first) hished in the top
spots along side Brain Walker's fifth
place in the all-around.

Also placing for JSU was Brain
Walker tying for second place on the
horizontal bar.
The latest meet was at Georgia
Tech on Febuary 2, angainst the
Yellow Jackets and Clemson. The
team's spirit was high and they were
determined to hold their highest
ranking of number 1.

With their highest ranking ever,
the Gamecocks have six remaining
meet before the National Championships in Oshkosh, Wisconsin.
With a third place finish last yeai
and Jax State's current ranking, this
year's championship should prove to
be the most exciting ever.

Gamecocks gang up
on AUM 9 3 - 6 0
BY STEVE CAMP
after hls Gamecockshanded vlsltmg
"We got a good team down early. Auburn Montgomery a 93-60
' h e score tonight is no mdicabon of thashmg last Saturday mght.
thew talent."
To put it plamly, the contest was

@
,
Photo bw CHRIS ROBERTS

AUenizing" was no problem.

"

..Melvin Allen.

tor Jax State as they made it
eighteen wmsm a row, settlng a new
school record for consecuatlve
victories.

Much to the approval of the 2,610
m attendance at Pete Mathews
Coliseum, the Gamecocks won this
one on detense.
Jacksonvde used a zone and the
press to keep the Senators oft stride
all night.
Auburn Montgomery's otfense
was forced outside where it ded.
Fourteen m u t e s mto the aftair the
witors had but eight pomts. A fmal
spurt gave them 20 at the half.
"Pat, Earl, and Melvln kept
c o m g up with the ball out tront,"
m d Jones. "That made the d&
terence:'
Auburn Mont. found themselves
"Allemzed" m the opentqg half. It
was the play of guards Melvm Allen
and Earl Warren that pushed Jax
State ahead early.
The Dynarmc Duo combmed for
eighteen of the team's 31 fwsthalf
poults.
The backhers picked up the slack
tor Kobert Guyton, the squad's
scoring leader. Guyton was held to
just two pomts m the openmg 20
m u t e s . But the semor forward dld
put m ten pomts m twelve m u t e s of
play m the flnal halt.
Melvin Allen's game-hlgh 19
pomts led the most balanced Jax
State attack of the season. Every
Gamecock played and all but one
was able to score.
Earl Warren followed Allen with
titteen. Guyton added 12 and pat
Wllllams pumped m 10.
Kelvin Bryant and Kobert
Spurgeon each scored eight w u e
McKeuer added and Bret
Jones 6.
m e Senators follow& the l a d of
Hobert Johnson who compiled 17
pomts.
Marty Werner, AUM's
l a h g pomt -, was held ta only
eleven.
(See SENATORS,Page 23)

Jennifer McFarland receiv,~her certificate of nomination for the
the

rnodedck Award. The award is the mod ~ S t l g i o u Shonor given

country in the field of women's athletics. Jennifer was nominated on the

basis of her national championehip performanee last year in gymnastics.
is C-~~JI
an All-American in her sport. Jennifer is seen here
receiving her certificate from Jax State women's gymnastics coach,
Robert W a r d .
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Diu. II National Basketba
Uirginia Union
2)

II) South Dakota State

JACHSONUILLE STATE

12) 'Hmtucky Wesleyan

3) American lnternatianal

13) Northern Michigan

4) Mount St. Mary's

14) Norfolk State

5) Millersuille State

15) Eastern Montana

6) Florida Southern

16) Bentley

1) Central Missouri

17) TENNESSEE--MARTIN

8) Lewis College

18) North Dakota State

9) Sacred Heart

19) Mansfield

10) Oannon Uniutrsity

20) Alabama A M

In the package store this week we have some
specials that are the best in town and remember
i y price includes sales tax!
Busch CANS
OLYMPIA &
NATURAL CANS
Moosehead (Import)
Meisterbrau
Coors,Strohts-Regorlight

lib2
CAUON of Draft
Miller CANS
Stroh's Reg. or Light

6 PK
-

-

CASES
12 PK
2.75
5.00
10.00
2.50
5.00
10.00
2.75
5.25
10.50
4.75
9.50
19.00
2.60
5.20
10.40
2.90
5.75
11.50
3.50
6.75
1 3.50
4.75 Cigarettes $1.00A PACK
3.50
6.75
13.50
3.30
6.25
12.50

-

IN THE BAR

Uisit our cozy Little Bar, sit around the fire
eNov the best music, and regular prices in town.
OLMPIA or NATURA Longn6ks 75'
MoostheadAll
'1.00 Other
Lon~nec
nsu +
" An! Import 1
' .25 (10 Brands)
GO GAMECOCU ~ ~ 1 - eBRAUES
TONITEI

-

I

-

I
I
I
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Around the
Gulf South
Valdosta 69
UNA
62
Valdosta State used the tandem of
Jones and Jones as the Blazers
topped the University of North
Alabama, 69-62, Monday night in
Valdosta, Georgia.
Marlon Jones, an AUGonference
player last season tor the Blazers,
and Leon JOnes each scored 19
points m leadmg thier squad. Leon
Jones also pulled down nine
rebounds.
North Alabama's Robert "Tamp"
Harris led all scorers in thg contest
with 21 pomts. Teammate Greg
Epps added twenty to the cause for
the losers.

Troy
83
M i s s Col 77

Bill Jones reaches 200

..,

tiadsden State transfer Dennis
Garrett filed up the hoop with 30
points and snatched fourteen
rebounds as the Troy State Trojans
took a 83-77 decision over Mississippi
College down in 'boy last Monday
night.
The victory broke a four-game
conference losing streak for the
Trojans bringing them to 4-8 in the
gulf South and 12-9 overall.
The Chactaws fell to 3-7 in the
conference and 1&10 overall for the
,season.

JSU Photo

:.:<.:
.:.:<,

Don%Miss.

..

"I
&

f$$
:H

"It'sA CoveAffair"
Bridal
Fashion
Show

3-PC.Fish Dinner & Medium

Soft Drink $2.99 (SAVE 7 9 ~ )

Dinner has 3 crispy fish fillets, golden fryes,
fresh cole slaw & 2 c r u n c h y h u s h p u p p i e s .

Valid thm: March 1, 1985
Only at: Pelham Road, Lenlock Center &
618 Quintard Ave., Anniston
Not valid with any other coupon or discount.

-

Sunday, Feb. 10
1- 4:30P.M.
Anniston City Auditorium
1lth & Gurnee Ave.
Door Prizes
Totaling $1250

n i e ~rydal
Shoppe
1026 NoMe S t , Ann~ston
151 9 Ra~nbowDnve, Gadsden

'

TUXEDO SHOP

1026 NOBLE STREET
ANNISTON, ALABAMA 362C1

q
$%

Member National Bridal Sprvice

s,
L..,.
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A ]ERE HENSHAW-MICHAEL NOLlN PRODUCTION
A ME1 DAMSKI FILM "MISCHIEF" DOUG McKEON
CATHERINE MARY STEWART KELLY PRESTON CHRIS NASH
D~rectoroi Photography DONALD E. THORIN txecu[~veProducer NOEL BLACK
produced by SAM MANNERS i n d MICHAEL NOLIN filrrwr 3, NOEL BLACK
Drecred by MEL DAMSKI
UNDER I R L O U l R t S L C C O M P P N Y N G
P b R t N T OR P O U L T G U b R O l A l

c

9.34 ' w F Y ' E ' *
E'i'uP"

pgJ

'0.

TURK 182
ROBERT URlCH KIM CATTRALL
ROBERT CULP DARREN McGAVlN ood PETER BOYLE

REGINALD H. MORRIS, C.S.C.,
PETER SAMUELSON ond ROBERT CORT
Produted by TED FIELD ond RENE DUPONT
streenploy by JAMES GREGORY KINGSTON ond DENIS HAM111
& JOHN HAMILL story by JAMES GREGORY KINGSTON
D~reaedby BOB CLARK
PANAVISION" m!,- m R E o .,,,18
D~rettorof ~hotogrophy

Exetutlve Produteri

I

I.

H
E
,,,,,,,,

r slrmpv cavlone o Gvr $ m u
~ ~ - hnml
1 A3
mcnoan(c c n * l en unaw 3
GYQ~~U

smMa!W W

b WDDCW~.

ii8

Ymnq ChMrtn

1385 TWEWTIETH
' E N I U A Y FOX

lifd
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Intramural

Basketball

FRATERNITY LEAGUE

Standings

CHAXPIO#SHIP D I V I f i T O I

"J" Division

Red Division

"U" Division
"B" LEWUE

Alpha Tau Oaeqa
Kappa Alpha
Delta Chi

6-1
4-3
3-4

Blazers
Gamblers
Celtic8
Dixon "c?
Big Orange

4-0
3-1
3-1
i-3
0-4

Sudden Impact
Goalbusters
The Revolution
Pi Kapp "B"
B'ham Blazers
BLW # 2

3-1
1-2
2-1
2-2
2-2
1-3

"Ss Division
White Division

Alpha Phi Alpha
Pi Kappa Phi
Kappa S i p a
Omega Psi Phi
Sigma Nu

Si~ers
I Tappa Keq
69er's
Minn. Rockets
Loafs
Starz

6-2
5-2
4-3
3 4
0-7

-

Senators
TO put it bluntly, Jax bute did
little wrong. Even the Gamecock
second liners were more than the
visitors could handle.
Sixty-two second-half points by
Jacksonville put the opponents
away.
Commented Jones afterward, " I
was proud of the bench folks. They
got a chance tonight to showcase
What they do everyday in practice:"

4-0
4-0
2-2
1-3
1-3
0-4

Fitzpatrick
Weatherly
BCM
Southern Belles
The Dolls
Alpha Xi Delta

1-1
2-0
1-1
1-1
1-1
0-2

Freakazoids
Raiders
Dixon * B m

3- 0,
2-1
2-1

Pi Kapp "C"
Delta Chi "B"
Wesley Foundation
Hawks
Colonels
Tucker Boys
AT0 "B"
Spurtum Warriors
Youth Glow Saints

2-1

(Continued man Page 19)
But it was no we. AUM's new clear the pines.
cruised in at the half ahead 31-20.
The "Mad Bombers, led by senior
The final set was a suppliment for squad did little more than make one
Pass to Bill Jones on the JSU bench Bret Jones, took to the court in the
the Jacksonville highlight film.
and another to a Senator closing minutes to put the visitors
me ,t
kom the a p i b l dty ~ ~ { ~ ~ ~that
& the
o u 9 had out of their misery,
disoriented in the
opening minutes following in- had better times.
With the win, third-ranked
termission.
Larry Chapman
Jacksonville State upped their mark
changed floor teams completely at
A Kelvn ant slam dunkunkwithto lgl,
one point in
attempt to tind a 4:10 remaining in the game put the
Auburn Mon$omary slipped to 13worklng combmatlon.
count at 61-51arid prompted Jones to 9 on the season.

The senators were put in a bind
early as they tried to run the floor
with the homestanders.
Jax State held a 14-4 margin with
J u t over seven minut- gone in the
y e . From that point on, they
m p l y had fun.
Pat Williams' dunk on a break
away examplified the opening
twenty I l X l l ~ k Sas the Gamecocks

an

h

Letter

(Continued From Page 20)

coaching that has taken place in littlemore than a year.
You gentleman read that I stated Hollis never intended to stay. You'd
better read the article again.
I said he left the impression that he never intended to stay. There is a
difference.
Besides, if Joe Hollis had evey inten-

of staying, why isn't his car
parked out ih front of the fieldhouse now?
Yes, I did ccme down pretty hard on Hollis. But when Jim Fuller left, I
also wanted to come down on him. I had a chance to speak with several
players who had played for Fuller (one of whom also coached under him)
and I felt I had valid facts to support what I wanted to say. I feel the same
way about the situation with Hollis.
But I was advised not to write about Fuller's exit in the manner I wanted.
Jim Fuller's overall situation and his relationship with the University was
much different from the one with Hollis.
I realize that now. I figured those here who had played for both men
would also.
You also wonder about my knowledge of the red-shirt players. The information I had on those player's abilities came straight fram Hollis'
mouth.
Several times at his Monday press conferences the former coach stated
there were some guys who had been red-shirted who could help the team
immediately. He simply didn'twant to waste a year of their eligibility.
Joe Hollis never revealed the names of any of those players. I didn't use
any names either.
To set the record straight, it wasn't the football program of Jacksonville
State that I was coming down on. It was the damage a particular person
had inflicted upon it.
I'm as dedicated as they come. Do you think I enjoyed writing stories
when we were being defeated on a regular basis?
Joe Hollis and Jim Fuller both delivered severe blows to our football
program.
On a person-to person basis, I had a great deal of respect for Joe Hollis
and I truly liked the man. But as a coach, he has lost my respect and the
respect of many others.
I would like nothing more than to write about the lack of support the
athletic teams get at our university. At times, I wish I could literally drag
people to the games.
But you can beat the same old horse only so long. I have written my
share of articles on poor attendance.
I do admire your allegiance to the former coach. I only hope you have
that same supportive spirit for Bill Burgess as he pays the fiddler for the
past actions of others.
Yours,
Steve Cwrp
..
. ,
<.
,
.
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Prints

Slides
from
the
same
r
o
l
l
..

Easanan Kodak's professional color motion picture (MP)film adapted for still
use in your 35mm camera by Seattle Filmworks. With micro-fine grain and rich color saturation, its
quality meets the exacting standards of Hollywood filmmakers And with wide exposure latitude, you
don't have to be a pro to get great everyday shots or capture special effects.
Experience remarkable versatility. Shoot m low light or bnght light from ASA 200 up to ASA
1200. If you're shooting in tungsten Ilghting, we'll color correct for this at no charge. And enjoy the
option of prints or slides, or both, from the same roll.
It's economical, too. For example, we'll process your film, send you mounted slides, negatives and a
new roll of film- all for the incredibly low price of $4.60 per roll plus postage and handling. Quick,
convenient mail order service . . plus substantialsavings.
Trv our introductow offer. Of course it costs us more than $2 to send chis to vou. But we're
confident that once
tried the film, you'll become a regular customer. Why not see what this
quality film can do for your photography. Send in today!

Kodak MP film.

.

1

"themhas long been the dream of onejilm that could produce everything.. ..
Such ajilm there now in theform of5247. . ."-MODERN PHOTOGRAPHY
- -."1964 Sank FtlmWdr

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Rush me two 20-exposure rolls of your
leading KODAK MP film -Kodak
5247@(200 ASA). Enclosed is $2.00.
I'd like to be able to get color vrints or
slides (or both) from-the same roll and
experience the remarkable versatility of
this professional quality film.

I

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

Kodak 5247 ISa regmered mdemark oithe Eastman Kodak Company

S T A T E Z I F '

--

Maid to: Seattle F i o r k s
500 Third Avenue West, P.O.Box C.34056
Seattle, WA 98124
2005
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